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Abstract

In this work, we examine a numerical phase-field fracture framework in which the crack irre-

versibility constraint is treated with a primal-dual active set method and a linearization is used in

the degradation function to enhance the numerical stability. The first goal is to carefully derive

from a complementarity system our primal-dual active set formulation, which has been used in

the literature in numerous studies, but for phase-field fracture without its detailed mathematical

derivation yet. Based on the latter, we formulate a modified combined active-set Newton approach

that significantly reduces the computational cost in comparison to comparable prior algorithms

for quasi-monolithic settings. For many practical problems, Newton converges fast, but active set

needs many iterations, for which three different efficiency improvements are suggested in this paper.

Afterwards, we design an iteration on the linearization in order to iterate the problem to the mono-

lithic limit. Our new algorithms are implemented in the programming framework pfm-cracks [T.

Heister, T. Wick; pfm-cracks: A parallel-adaptive framework for phase-field fracture propagation,

Software Impacts, Vol. 6 (2020), 100045]. In the numerical examples, we conduct performance

studies and investigate efficiency enhancements. The main emphasis is on the cost complexity by

keeping the accuracy of numerical solutions and goal functionals. Our algorithmic suggestions are

substantiated with the help of several benchmarks in two and three spatial dimensions. Therein,

predictor-corrector adaptivity and parallel performance studies are explored as well.

Keywords: phase-field fracture ; complementarity system ; primal-dual active set ; modified New-

ton’s method ; monolithic scheme ; adaptive finite elements
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1 Introduction

This work is devoted to the cost-efficient numerical quasi-monolithic solution of phase-field fracture

problems. Since the pioneering studies from [25, 14] and [58, 47], the variational phase-field approach

to fracture has gained a lot of attention. Summaries and overview monographs include [12, 3, 81, 78,

13, 21], and recent current trends are outlined in selected chapters in [1].

Specifically, various algorithms and numerical studies on the nonlinear and linear solution have

been undertaken to date. In principle, iterative coupling (operator splitting; alternating minimization;

staggered; partitioned) and monolithic approaches are distinguished. In the early work, only iterative

algorithms were used [14], for which convergence results could be established theoretically [11, 17],

and extended to adaptive discretizations [18]. Furthermore, [57] introduced as well operator splitting

together with a strain history function for crack irreversibility. Recent promising advancements in

partitioned schemes include [73, 56, 52] and some of the following references do also consider partitioned

approaches as we will mention.

The first monolithic solution methods date back to [27, 77, 76]. Concerning the arising linear

systems within the nonlinear iterations, the first significant study on linear solvers for phase-field frac-

ture problems was done in [24]. More recently, further monolithic approaches were implemented in

[44, 45, 49, 48, 75, 46] and a truncated non-smooth Newton multigrid solver was proposed in [31]. In

[55, 69, 10] an arc-length approach was introduced in order to enhance the robustness of the solution

process. Specifically, in [69, 75] comparisons of monolithic and partitioned methods were undertaken.

Moreover, in Abaqus [62], implementations with comparisons between monolithic and partitioned

schemes have been considered over the last years [63, 50]. As investigated in [80], classical Newton

methods fail to converge for large incremental steps. Thus, monolithic solution approaches often ex-

tend and modify the Newton method to improve its stability. In order to increase the robustness,

quasi-monolithic approaches were first proposed in [32] in which in one single term, actually in the

quasi-linear displacement equation, an explicit linearization of the phase-field variable is introduced,

but otherwise the system is still solved in a monolithic fashion. This linearization is performed in two

different ways: As a first approach, the solution of the previous incremental step replaces the unknown

phase-field in the displacement equation. In a second approach, to enhance the accuracy, an extrapo-

lation of two previous incremental steps is used as an approximation. This system is numerically very

robust and a block-diagonal preconditioner with algebraic multigrid preconditioning yields an efficient

parallel solution [33] with an open-access implementation in [34]. This quasi-monolithic approach was

also used in [40] in which a geometric matrix-free multigrid method was employed for the arising linear

systems. Finally, for large-scale problems towards practical applications, multiscale or (non-intrusive)

global-local approaches become important to keep the computational cost reasonable [28]. Therein,

local problems contain the high-fidelity full nonlinear problem, which is coupled to a simpler (often
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linear) global problem in the surrounding medium. Later, this idea was further extended to adaptive

schemes [64], multilevel methods [2], extended/generalized finite elements for fracture [26], and thin-

walled large deformations with phase-field [51]. More recently, due to the success of physics-informed

neural neural networks, phase-field fracture numerical solutions are also solved with those methods

[29, 30].

The starting point of the current work is the quasi-monolithic solution proposed in [32]. Therein

a combined Newton method was designed in which the nonlinearities of constitutive laws and non-

linear coupling were combined with a primal-dual active set (PDAS) iteration to satisfy the crack

irreversibility condition. First, in the current work the mathematical derivation of the primal-dual

active set method is investigated in much more detail than in [32], by starting from a weak complemen-

tarity formulation. This provides (for the first time) a rigorous mathematical justification in terms of

phase-field fracture formulations. The second objective is a significant improvement of the efficiency

of the combined Newton method since in numerous simulations it was observed that Newton’s method

converges fast, but the active set method needs many iterations, but often only a few degrees of free-

dom change. Sometimes, only the same degrees of freedom switch from active to non-active, which is

known as cycling in the numerical optimization literature [20]. However, the physics of the solution

does not change anymore significantly. To this end, we propose four test cases to find the impact

of the active set method. Within these investigations, we analyze the role of a constant parameter

inside the active set method. This constant was already mentioned in [37, 65, 68] and some theoretical

statements were made, but it was not analyzed further. The third aim of this work is a bit specific.

In [32], we introduced a linearization in terms of some extrapolation of (e.g., two) previous time-step

solutions of the phase-field variable in the displacement equation in order to obtain a block-triangular

Newton system matrix. This procedure results into an extremely robust nonlinear and linear numer-

ical solution in which the linear system can be preconditioned with algebraic multigrid [33, 34] or

geometric multigrid methods [40]. However, introducing such a linearization results into a temporal

discretization error. For stationary or slowly growing fractures, this discretization error is sufficiently

small. However, the error becomes significant the faster the fracture grows; see e.g., [76]. In order to

reduce this temporal discretization error, one approach, proposed in [78], and further tested in [49], is

to apply an additional iteration on the current time-step solution. Thus, we shall further investigate

these additional iterations in terms of computational cost versus accuracy, as well as its behavior when

combined with adaptive mesh refinement.

Gathering these developments together with the existing features in pfm-cracks, namely MPI

(message passing interface) parallelization and predictor-corrector adaptive mesh refinement, a new fi-

nal algorithm is designed by us in which the modified Newton method and the iteration on linearization

(ItL) are realized and subsequently implemented. Various settings for stationary, nonstationary and

two- and three-dimensional configurations are adopted to study the performance of our new algorith-
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mic framework. In the end, our aim is to substantiate a significant advancement of a parallel-adaptive

phase-field fracture framework with a modern primal-dual active set strategy accounting for inequality

constraints and iterating into the monolithic limit.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we describe the underlying setting of phase-field

fracture. Then, we derive a complementarity system and obtain a series of intermediate mathematical

results. In Section 3, our modified combined Newton scheme is introduced with four different cases.

Then, in Section 4 an iteration is introduced, which iterates the linearized phase-field value into the

monolithic limit. Afterwards, in Section 5 several numerical tests are conducted in order to study

our novel algorithms for stationary, nonstationary two and three dimensional test cases. Our work is

summarized in Section 6.

2 Problem formulation

2.1 Notations

This section introduces basic notations and the coupled variational inequality system (CVIS) and

its discretized formulation, which is later used for simulations. The scalar-valued L2-product on a

sufficiently smooth, bounded domain G ⊂ Rd, d = 2, 3 is denoted by

(x, y)L2(G) :=

∫
G
x · y dG ,

whereas the vector-valued L2-product is defined by

(X,Y )L2(G) :=

∫
G
X : Y dG ,

with the Frobenius product X : Y of two vectors X,Y and the material Ω ⊂ Rd, which is sufficiently

smooth and bounded. If there is no subscript provided, the L2-product over the whole domain Ω is

meant.

The Euler-Lagrange equations, arising from directional derivatives of an energy functional [25, 14]

(pure elasticity), i.e., [59, 61] (pressured fractures in a monolithic setting), regularized with an

Ambrosio-Tortorelli approximation [4, 5], consist of a displacement equation and the phase-field in-

equality and arise in a weak formulation. Consequently as solution variables, we have the displacement

function u : Ω → Rd and the phase-field function φ : Ω → [0, 1]. It is defined such that φ = 1 in

the intact part of the domain, φ = 0 in the fully broken part of the domain and 0 < φ < 1 in the

transition zone. The continuous-level solution sets are defined as

V := H1
0 (Ω), Kn := {ψ ∈ W |ψ − φn−1 ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω}, where W := H1(Ω).

The convex set for the phase-field variable arises due to the crack irreversibility constraint ∂tφ ≤ 0,

which reads in inremental form φn ≤ φn−1, where φn := φ(tn) and φn−1 := φ(tn−1). Here, tn goes
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from n = 0 (initial condition) until n = N (end time condition) such that we have the incremental grid

t0, . . . , tN and the step size kn = tn − tn−1. However, kn does only appear implicitly in the inequality

constraint, and no time derivatives arise in the two governing problem statements, therefore, the

resulting framework is of quasi-static fashion.

2.2 The phase-field fracture Euler-Lagrange equations

In this short section, we formulate a monolithic CVIS of phase-field fracture. First, we introduce

constitutive laws and material parameters. We work with the classical stress tensor of linearized

elasticity defined by

σ(u) = 2µe(u) + λ tr(e(u))I,

with the Lamé parameters µ > 0, and λ with 3λ+ 2µ > 0, and the identity matrix I. The symmetric

strain tensor e(u) is given by

e(u) :=
1

2

(
∇u+∇uT

)
.

Moreover, the critical energy release rate is denoted by GC with GC > 0.

Then, the Euler-Lagrange equations are given by [59, 61, 78]

Problem 2.1. (Euler-Lagrange equations) For some given initial value φ0 and for the incremental

steps tn with n = 1, ..., N , find (un, φn) ∈ V × Kn such that

(g(φn)σ(un), e(ψu)) + ((φn)2pn, divψu) = 0 ∀ψu ∈ V,

and

(1− κ)(φnσ(un) : e(un), ψφ − φn) + 2(φnpn div un, ψφ − φn)

+GC

(
1

ε
(1− φn, ψφ − φn) + ε(∇φn,∇(ψφ − φn))

)
≥ 0 ∀ψφ ∈ Kn ∩ L∞(Ω),

for a given pressure pn ∈ L∞(Ω) (Sneddon’s test for pressured fractures [59, 61]) and pn ≡ 0 for

fracture in pure elasticity.

Therein, the degradation function is given by g(φn) := (1− κ)(φn)2 + κ. The bulk regularization

parameter κ is necessary to avoid irregularities in the system matrix. If the phase-field function φ is 0,

we obtain zero-entries on the diagonal of the system matrix. To avoid this, we employ κ > 0. We have

to ensure that κ is not too large since it yields a perturbation of the physics of the system, but it needs

to be large enough to prevent irregularities. The second regularization parameter ε appears due to

the Ambrosio Tortorelli approximation [4, 5]. The Γ-convergence theory, e.g [15], states on an energy-

level that the regularized terms (under certain assumptions) converge to the underlying unregularized

model as ε → 0. A rigorous proof of pressurized phase-field fracture of the one dimensional case

is done in [22], a proof in higher dimensions is established in [72]. For the discretized problem, we
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also have to require h = o(ε) for the discretization parameter h. Finding an optimal setting for the

regularization parameters ε and κ, which yields the best compromise between computational cost and

Γ-convergence theory needs some work and is highly test dependent [43]. In practice, we usually must

choose h < ε and often realized with ε = 2h.

2.3 A phase-field fracture formulation with degradation function linearization

Problem 2.1 has several nonlinearities, namely nonlinear coupling of variables in the displacement PDE

(partial differential equation) and the phase-field inequality, while the inequality constraint introduces

its own nonlinear behavior. A brief analysis of the coupling terms reveals that the nonlinear behavior

in the displacement equation is more severe (being of quasi-linear type; for the definition of quasi-

linear, we refer the reader to [23]) in comparison to the phase-field part, which is semi-linear only.

Therefore, if linearizations are of interest, it is reasonble to address the quasi-linear part first. Indeed,

the fully monolithic system is a big challenge to be solved [27, 77, 76, 44, 45, 49, 75, 31, 80]. We follow

our prior work [32] and formulate a quasi-monolithic system in which we linearize (φn)2 by using

known information about older incremental steps. In the first approach, we use an extrapolation for

φn such that

φ̃n := φ̃n(φn−1, φn−2) = φn−2 tn − tn−1

tn−2 − tn−1
+ φn−1 tn − tn−2

tn−1 − tn−2
.

In a second approach, we simply use the solution from the previous timestep such that

φ̃n := φ̃n(φn−1) = φn−1.

Furthermore, the stress can be split into a compressive and a tensile part such that the energy degra-

dation only acts on the tensile stress, which introduces a third nonlinearity in the system. With these

modifications, we obtain the following modified form of Problem 2.1.

Problem 2.2. (Linearized Euler-Lagrange equations with stress-splitting) For a given φ0 and for

every incremental step tn with n = 1, ..., N , find Un := {un, φn} ∈ V × Kn such that it holds for

Φ := {0, φn} ∈ V × Kn

A(Un)(Ψ− Φ) ≥ 0 ∀Ψ := {ψu, ψφ} ∈ V × Kn ∩ L∞,

where A(Un)(Ψ− Φ) is defined as

A(Un)(Ψ− Φ) :=
(
g(φ̃n)σ+(un), e(ψu)

)
+
(
σ−(un), e(ψu)

)
+ ((φ̃n)2pn,divψu)

+ (1− κ)(φnσ+(un) : e(un), ψφ − φn) + 2(φnpn div un, ψφ − φn)

+GC

(
1

ε
(1− φn, ψφ − φn) + ε(∇φn,∇(ψφ − φn))

)
,

for a given pressure pn ∈ L∞(Ω).
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2.4 Derivation of a complementarity system

To treat the inequality in Problem 2.2, we employ a Lagrange multiplier λn by following [42]. Initially,

this Lagrange parameter exists in the dual space of H1(Ω), but in [74], the author states that λn ∈

L2(Ω) for single constraint variational inequality problems with solution variables in L2(Ω). We assume

that the argumentation can be transferred to Problem 2.2 and a rigorous proof is a goal for future

work. With this, we can define

L2
−(Ω) :=

{
v ∈ L2(Ω) | v ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω

}
,

and

N+ :=
{
µ ∈ L2(Ω) | (µ, v)L2(Ω) ≤ 0 ∀v ∈ L2

−(Ω)
}
,

such that we can formulate a variational inequality system the classical L2 inner products and N+ as

solution set for the Lagrange multiplier λn.

Problem 2.3. For a given φ0 and for the incremental steps tn with n = 1, ..., N , find Un ∈ V ×W

and λn ∈ N+ such that

A(Un)(Ψ) + (λn, ψφ) = 0 ∀Ψ ∈ V ×W ∩ L∞,

(λn − ξ, φn − φn−1) ≥ 0 ∀ξ ∈ N+,

where A(·)(·) is defined as before in Problem 2.2.

The numerical method, which is introduced in Section 3 to solve the inequality system, is designed

to treat the variational inequality

(λn − ξ, φn − φn−1) ≥ 0 ∀ξ ∈ N+,

in a complementarity formulation. The following result states the equivalence of the previous varia-

tional inequality and a complementarity condition.

Lemma 2.4. The variational inequality

(λn − ξ, φn − φn−1) ≥ 0 ∀ξ ∈ N+, (1)

can equivalently be formulated as a complementarity condition of the form

C(φn, λn) := λn −max{0, λn + c(φn − φn−1)} = 0, (2)

for every c > 0 and the max operation defined as

max{0, λn + c(φn − φn−1)} =


0 in I,

λ+ c(φn − φn−1) in A,
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where the inactive set I ⊂ Ω and, the active set A ⊂ Ω are defined such that

λn + c(φn − φn−1) ≤ 0 a.e. in I,

λn + c(φn − φn−1) > 0 a.e. in A.

These two situations can be explained as follows. For λn = 0 we are in the so-called inactive set,

namely we solve the PDE part of phase-field. In A the constraint is active, ‘we sit on the obstacle’,

and we deal with λn > 0. Note, that A and I do not need to be connected, but note that Ω \ I ∪ A is

a null set. The sets can be understood as unions of all nonempty subsets of Ω with positive Lebesgue

measure, on which the relations > or ≤ are fulfilled almost everywhere.

Proof. The proof contains two major steps. Firstly, we prove the equivalence of (1) and a strong

formulation of the form

φn − φn−1 ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω, (3)

λn ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω, (4)

(λn, φn − φn−1) = 0. (5)

Secondly, we show that (3)-(5) can be equivalently formulated as (2).

Step 1: (⇒) Assume that (1) is satisfied. For (3), we assume the existence of a subset T ⊂ Ω with

a positive Lebesgue measure such that it holds φn − φn−1 > 0 a.e. in T . We define

χ :=


2λn + 1 in T ,

λn in Ω \ T .
(6)

We have χ ∈ N+ and obtain that the variational inequality must hold for µ = χ. But it holds

(λn − χ, φn − φn−1) = (λn − χ, φn − φn−1)L2(T ) + (λn − χ, φn − φn−1)L2(Ω\T )

= (λn − 2λn−1, φn − φn−1)L2(T ) + (λn − λn, φn − φn−1)L2(Ω\T )

= (−λn − 1, φn − φn−1)L2(T )

= (λn + 1, φn−1 − φn)L2(T ) < 0,

since φn−1 − φn < 0 a.e. in T , λn ∈ N+ and λn + 1 > 0 a.e. in Ω. Summarizing, we obtain

(λn − χ, φn − φn−1) < 0,

which is a contradiction to the assumption that (1) is fulfilled. Thus, it must hold φn −φn−1 ≤ 0 a.e.

in Ω. For (4), we assume λn < 0 a.e. in a subset O ⊂ Ω with a positive Lebesgue measure. Then, we

define

v :=


λn in O,

0 in Ω \ O.
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Then, it holds v ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω. Thus, per definition of N+ and since λn ∈ N+, it must hold that

(λn, v) ≤ 0. But we find

(λn, v) =

∫
Ω
λnv dx =

∫
O
λnv dx +

∫
Ω\O

λnv dx =

∫
O
λnλn dx +

∫
Ω\O

λn · 0 dx =

∫
O
(λn)2 dx > 0,

which is a contradiction. Thus, it must hold λn ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω.

Lastly, we derive (5). We choose ξ = 0. Then, we have ξ ∈ N+ We obtain

(λn − 0, φn − φn−1) = (λn, φn − φn−1) ≥ 0.

In a similar way, we can set ξ = 2λn to obtain

(λn − 2λn, φn − φn−1) = (−λn, φn − φn−1) = −(λn, φn − φn−1) ≥ 0,

which yields (λn, φn − φn−1) ≤ 0. Combining both inequalities finally leads to (λn, φn − φn−1) = 0.

(⇐) Now, we assume that (3)-(5) hold true. Firstly, (4) validates the choice of N+ as solution space

for λn. Let v ∈ L2
− be arbitrary. Then, we obtain (λn, v) ≤ 0, and consequently λn ∈ N+. Now, let

µ ∈ N− be arbitrary. Due to (3), we have (µ, φn − φn−1) ≤ 0, and thus (−µ, φn − φn−1) ≥ 0. In

combination with (5) we find

(λn − µ, φn − φn−1) ≥ 0.

Since µ was chosen arbitrarily, we obtain (1).

Step 2: (⇒) Let (3)-(5) be fulfilled. We define A, B ⊂ Ω such that φn − φn−1 < 0 a.e. in A and

λn > 0 a.e. in B. As before, the sets A and B can be understood unions of all subsets on Ω with

positive Lebesgue measure, on which the relations > or ≤ are fulfilled almost everywhere. We start

by proving that A∩B is a null set. For this, we assume that A∩B has a positive Lebesgue measure.

We find λn > 0 a.e. in A ∩B, and φn − φn−1 < 0 a.e. in A ∩B. This yields

(λn, φn − φn−1)Ω = (λn, φn − φn−1)A∩B + (λn, φn − φn−1)Ω\A∩B = (λn, φn − φn−1)A∩B < 0,

which is a contradiction to (5). Thus, A∩B is a null set. In a next step, we prove that C(φn, λn) = 0

a.e. in Ω. It suffices to show that

C(φn, λn)
∣∣
A = 0 a.e. in A, C(φn, λn)

∣∣
I = 0 a.e. in I,

hold true. In A, we have

λn ≥ λn + c(φn − φn−1) > 0 a.e. in A,

almost everywhere, which immediately yields λn > 0 a.e. in A. Due to previous findings, we conse-

quently have φn − φn−1 = 0 a.e. in A, and obtain

C(φn, λn)
∣∣
A = λn −max{0, λn + c(φn − φn−1)} = λn − λn − c(φn − φn−1) = −c(φn − φn−1) = 0,
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a.e. in A. On I we have

c(φn − φn−1) ≤ λn + c(φn − φn−1) ≤ 0 a.e. in I,

which yields φn − φn−1 ≤ 0 a.e. in I. With the same argumentation as before, we conclude λn = 0

a.e. in I and obtain

C(φn, λn)
∣∣
I = λn −max{0, λn + c(φn − φn−1)} = λn − 0 = 0,

a.e. in I. Summarizing, (2) is fulfilled.

(⇐) Let (2) be fulfilled. As before, we have

λn + c(φn − φn−1) > 0 a.e. in A, (7)

and

C(φn, λn) = λn − λn − c(φn − φn−1) = −c(φn − φn−1) = 0,

a.e. in A, which is equivalent to φn − φn−1 = 0 a.e. in A. Inserting this into (7) yields λn > 0 a.e. in

A. On I we have λn+ c(φn−φn−1) ≤ 0 a.e. in I, and thus, (2) yields λn = 0 a.e. in I. Thus, we find

φn − φn−1 ≤ 0 a.e. in Ω. To obtain (5), we observe

(λn, φn − φn−1) = (λn, φn − φn−1)A + (λn, φn − φn−1)I = (λn, 0)A + (0, φn − φn−1)I = 0.

With this, the proof is finished.

In the following, the final system is stated and this is the starting point for the primal-dual active

regularization.

Problem 2.5. (Variational system with complementarity condition) Given φ0 and for the incremental

steps tn with n = 1, ..., N , find Un = {un, φn} ∈ V ×W and λn ∈ N+ such that

A(Un)(Ψ) + (λn, ψφ) = 0 ∀Ψ = {ψu, ψφ} ∈ V ×W ∩ L∞,

C(φn, λn) = 0 a.e. in Ω,

with A(Un)(Ψ) and C(φn, λn) defined as before.

3 A modified combined nonlinear Newton-type algorithm

In this section, first, we recapitulate the principle numerical methods, which are used to solve the

phase-field fracture problem introduced in Section 2 and implemented in pfm-cracks [34] based on

the finite element library deal.II [7, 6]. The major computational features are an MPI paralleliza-

tion (scalability tested on 1024 cores [33]), algebraic block-preconditiong using Trilinos [35] inside

a GMRES (generalized minimal residuals) linear iterative solver, a primal-dual active method for
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treating inequality constraints, and predictor-corrector mesh adaptivity by choosing a given small

regularization parameter ε while guaranteeing h < ε, where h is the local mesh size.

In the following two sections, we perform two improvements. The first modification enhances the

performance of the primal-dual active set method by adjusting the constant c introduced in (2). With

the second modification, we improve the accuracy in time by updating the linearization term φ̃ until

convergence (into the monolithic limit) within one incremental step. The resulting final algorithm is

then implemented in pfm-cracks and constitutes an extension to existing published work.

3.1 Newton’s method

In each incremental step, the first equation of Problem 2.5 can be solved via a Newton method.

Considering incremental step n, we seek for Un := {un, φn} ∈ V ×W and λn ∈ N+. The solution Un

is found via iterating over k = 1, 2, 3, . . . until convergence, such that

A′(Un,k)(δUn,k+1,Ψ) + (λn,k, ψφ) = −A(Un,k)(Ψ) ∀Ψ ∈ V ×W

with respect to

C(φn,k + δφn,k+1, λn,k) = 0 a.e. in Ω,

for the update δUn,k+1 and the Lagrange multiplier λn,k+1 and updating via

Un,k+1 = Un,k + δUn,k+1.

The Jacobian A′(Un,k)(δUn,k+1,Φ) is given by

A′(Un,k)(δUn,k+1,Ψ) =
(
g(φ̃n)σ+(δun,k+1), e(ψu)

)
+

(
σ−(δun,k+1), e(ψu)

)
+ (1− κ)

(
δφn,k+1σ+(un,k) : e(un,k) + 2φn,kσ+(δun,k+1) : e(un,k), ψφ

)
+ 2p

(
δφn,k+1 div un,k + φn,k div δun,k+1, ψφ

)
+GC

(
1

ε
(δφn,k+1, ψφ) + ε(∇δφn,k+1,∇ψφ)

)
,

and A(Un,k)(Φ) is defined as before. To treat the complementarity condition, we introduce the primal-

dual active set method.

3.2 The primal-dual active set method

The primal-dual active set method (PDAS), introduced for constrained inequality systems in [8, 9,

38, 39], and shown under certain assumptions to be a semi-smooth Newton method [36], and applied

on the phase-field fracture model in [32], is based on considerations made in Section 2. The idea

is to split the domain into two subdomains in each incremental step n. On one subdomain, the

inactive set In, the inequality constraint φn − φn−1 ≤ 0 is fulfilled strictly. On the other subdomain,

the active set An, it holds φn − φn−1 = 0. A priori, these two sets are not known but combined
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with the previously introduced Newton method, we obtain a prediction algorithm. Based on the

complementarity condition, i.e., (2)

C(φn,k + δφn,k+1, λn,k) = 0,

we want to determine the active set An,k and the inactive set In,k such that

λn,k + c(φn,k − φn−1) > 0 a.e. in An,k, λn,k + c(φn,k − φn−1) ≤ 0 a.e. in In,k, (8)

and iterate until the active set does not change within two consecutive Newton iterations. As before,

An can be understood as the union of all subsets of Ω on which λn + c(φn − φn−1) > 0 is fulfilled

almost everywhere. The inactive set In is then the complement of An with respect to Ω. If An and

In are known, we can set λn = 0 on In, see Lemma 2.4, and treat the problem as an unconstrained

problem. On An, we set φn = φn−1 and there is nothing to do (for the phase-field). The resulting

scheme is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 (Primal-dual active set method)

1: Set iteration index k = 0

2: while An,k ̸= An,k+1 do

3: Determine the active set An,k and inactive set In,k with (8)

4: Find δUn,k+1 ∈ V ×W and λn,k+1 ∈ N+ with solving

A′(Un,k)(δUn,k+1,Φ) + (λn,k+1, ψ) = −A(Un,k)(Φ), ∀Φ := {v, ψ} ∈ V ×W,

δφn,k+1 = 0 on Ak,

λn,k+1 = 0 on Ik.

5: Update the solution to obtain Un,k+1 via

Un,k+1 = Un,k + δUn,k+1.

6: Update iteration index k = k + 1

7: end while

3.3 Discretization

We discretize Problem 2.5 using a finite element method with bilinear (2d) or trilinear (3d) elements

Q1
c [19] for both, the displacement function and the phase-field function. The discrete function spaces

12



read

Vh :=

{
uh ∈ V, uh

∣∣
K

∈ [Qc
1(K)]d , ∀K ∈ Th

}
,

Wh :=

{
φh ∈ W, φh

∣∣
K

∈ Qc
1(K), ∀K ∈ Th

}
,

Nh :=

{
λh ∈ N+, λh

∣∣
K

∈ Qc
1(K), ∀K ∈ Th

}
,

where K ∈ Th is the finite element and Th denotes the decomposition of the domain Ω into a mesh,

e.g., [19]. The spatially discretized system is formulated as follows:

Problem 3.1. (Discretized system with complementarity condition) Given φ0
h and for the incremental

steps tn with n = 1, ..., N , find (unh, φ
n
h, λ

n
h) ∈ Vh ×Wh ×Nh such that

A(unh, φ
n
h)(Φh) + (λnh, ψh) = 0 ∀Φh := (vh, ψh) ∈ Vh ×Wh,

C(φn
h, λ

n
h) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω,

with A(unh, φ
n
h)(vh, ψh) and C(φn

h, λ
n
h) defined as before in Lemma 2.4 with the point-wise maximum

operation.

The application of a Galerkin ansatz with primitive ansatz and test functions of the form

Φh,i =

χu
i

0

 for i = 1, ..., Nu,

Φh,Nu+i =

 0

χφ
i

 for i = 1, ..., Nφ,

where Nu is the number of degrees of freedom in uh and Nφ is the number of degrees of freedom in

φh, leads to a system of the form M B

BT 0

δUn,k+1
h

λk+1
h

 =

F
0

 ,
where B is a mass matrix and M and F are given by

M =

 Muu Muφ

Mφu Mφφ

 , F =

 F u

Fφ

 ,
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with the block entries

Muu
ij =

(
g(φ̃n)σ+(χu

j ), e(χ
u
i )
)
+
(
σ−(χu

j ), e(χ
u
i )
)
,

Mφu
ij = 2(1− κ)

(
φn,k
h σ+(χu

j ) : e(u
n,k
h ), χφ

i

)
+ 2p

(
φn,k
h div(χu

j ), χ
φ
i

)
,

Muφ
ij = 0,

Mφφ
ij = (1− κ)

(
σ+(un,kh ) : e(un,kh )χφ

j , χ
φ
i

)
+ 2p

(
div(un,kh )χφ

j , χ
φ
i

)
+GC

(
1

ε

(
χφ
j , χ

φ
i

)
+ ε

(
∇χφ

j ,∇χ
φ
i

))
,

and

F u
ij = −A(Un,k

h )(χu
i ) = −

([
(1− κ)(φ̃n

h)
2 + κ

]
σ+(un,kh ), e(χu

i )
)
−
(
σ−(un,kh ), e(χu

i )
)

−
(
(φ̃n

h)
2p,div(χu

i )
)
,

Fφ
ij = −A(Un,k

h )(χφ
i ) = −(1− κ)

(
φn,k
h σ+(un,kh ) : e(un,kh ), χφ

i

)
− 2

(
φn,k
h p div(un,kh ), χφ

i

)
−GC

(
1

ε

(
1− φn,k

h , χφ
i

)
+ ε

(
∇φn,k

h ,∇χφ
i

))
.

We notice that the block Muφ
ij is zero due to the previously applied linearization in φ in the dis-

placement equation in Problem 2.2. Consequently, in the Newton system matrix, the corresponding

directional derivative vanishes and it holds Muφ
ij = 0. The main purpose is a robust nonlinear and

linear solution; see also Remark 3.2.

Since the un,kh , φn,k
h , λn,kh are element-wise of polynomial structure, we can compute the active and

inactive set point-wise:

An,k =
{
x |λn,kh (x) + c(φn,k

h (x)− φn−1
h (x)) > 0

}
,

In,k =
{
x |λn,kh (x) + c(φn,k

h (x)− φn−1
h (x)) ≤ 0

}
.

Given the fully discretized system, we can formulate the primal-dual active set method as it is imple-

mented in pfm-cracks in Algorithm 2.

Remark 3.2. In line 8, the reduced linear system is solved with a GMRES (generalized minimal

residual) method [66] and algebraic multigrid preconditioning (AMG) [35]. In this work, the imple-

mentation as it is from pfm-cracks [34] is utilized. In our numerical tests (Section 5), we observe

in all simulations between 10− 40 linear iterations. This is in agreement with the results obtained in

[33][Table 1]. The main reason for the excellent performance is twofold. First, it is the triangular

block structure of M̃ due to the zero block Muφ
ij as previously discussed. Second, the diagonal terms in

M̃ are of elliptic type, which is well-known that multigrid methods perform very well.
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Algorithm 2 (Primal-dual active set method with backtracking line search)

1: Set iteration index k = 0

2: while
(
An,k−1 ̸= An,k

)
or

(
R̃(Un,k

h ) > TOLN

)
do

3: Assemble the residual R(Un,k
h )

4: Compute the active set An,k =

{
xi

∣∣∣∣ [B]−1
ii

[
R(Un,k

h )
]
i
+ c(φn,k

h,i − φn−1
h,i ) > 0

}
5: Set φn,k

h = φn−1
h on An,k

6: Assemble the system matrix M (Newton Jacobian) and the right-hand side F = R(Un,k
h )

7: Eliminate rows/columns in An,k from M and F to obtain M̃ and F̃ = R̃(Un,k
h )

8: Solve the linear system M̃δUn,k+1
h = F̃ with GMRES and AMG preconditioner [34]

9: Choose maximum number of line search iterations lmax

10: Choose line search damping parameter 0 < ω ≤ 1

11: for l = 1 : lmax do

12: Update the solution with Un,k+1
h = Un,k

h + δUn,k+1
h

13: Assemble the new residual R̃(Un,k+1
h )

14: if ∥R̃(Un,k+1
h )∥2 < ∥R̃(Un,k

h )∥2 then

15: break

16: else

17: Adjust the Newton update with δUn,k+1
h := ωlδUn,k+1

h

18: end if

19: end for

20: Update iteration index k = k + 1

21: end while

Remark 3.3. The lines 9-19 describe a classical backtracking line search algorithm, where the Newton

update is damped with a damping parameter ω ∈ (0, 1], if the updated solution Un,k+1
h = Un,k

h +δUn,k+1
h

does not reduce the residual norm. In all experiments in Section 5, we use lmax = 10 and ω = 0.6.

Remark 3.4. Note that we deal with two systems of equations in Algorithm 2: the global nonlinear

system and the reduced linear system. The nonlinear system consists of the matrix M and the right-

hand-side F . The reduced linear system, defined by the matrix M̃ and F̃ only contains the equations

of the nonlinear system, which belong to the inactive set. The residual of the full nonlinear system is

then given by R whereas R̃ denotes the residual of the reduced linear system. From an implementation

point of view, this is realized by setting constraints to the system such that we enforce the phase-field

to remain the same on the active degrees of freedom.
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3.4 Modified combined Newton active set algorithms

This section is dedicated to presenting adjustments to the primal-dual active set method based on

an analysis of the active set constant c > 0 (see again Lemma 2.4 and Algorithm 1). In [41], the

authors prove for an obstacle problem that the primal-dual active set converges for any sufficiently

large c > 0. Furthermore, they point out that c only influences the first active set iteration in theory.

Similar observations were made in [37, 65, 68]. The authors state on the one hand that a constant

c of magnitude around the Youngs modulus is reasonable from an engineer’s perspective, while they

also point out on the other hand, that different settings for c do not affect the solution but only the

algorithmic performance. These results are a motivation to further investigate the influence of c for

our primal-dual active set phase-field fracture formulation. We start by pointing out the bottleneck

of the above described primal-dual active set algorithm. Specifically on fine meshes, we often run into

convergence issues of the active set, whereas the residual converges comparably fast (see e.g., [32][Fig.

14]).

3.4.1 Investigation of the active set constant c

In the following, our objective is to illustrate the influence of the active set constant c and how to

adjust it to reduce the number of active set iterations. To this end, we begin with an investigation of

the role of the active set constant c in the algorithm. It is involved in the classification of the active

set Ak as a degree of freedom xi is classified as active (in iteration k within the current incremental

step), if

λkh,i + c(φk
h,i − φold

h,i ) > 0,

where φold
h,i is the value of the phase field solution of the previous incremental step at degree of freedom

i. We identify nine different situations, depending on the sign of λkh,i and (φk
h,i − φold

h,i ):

1. φk
h,i − φold

h,i = 0, and λkh,i > 0 ⇒ φk
h,i = φold

h,i , δφ
k+1
h,i = 0 and λk+1

h,i = B−1
ii Fi

2. φk
h,i − φold

h,i = 0, and λkh,i = 0 ⇒ δφk+1
h,i as solution of the system and λk+1

h,i = 0

3. φk
h,i − φold

h,i = 0, and λkh,i < 0 ⇒ φk
h,i = φold

h,i , δφ
k+1
h,i = 0 and λk+1

h,i = B−1
ii Fi

4. φk
h,i − φold

h,i > 0, and λkh,i > 0 ⇒ δφk+1
h,i = 0 and λk+1

h,i = B−1
ii Fi

5. φk
h,i − φold

h,i > 0, and λkh,i = 0 ⇒ φk
h,i = φold

h,i , δφ
k+1
h,i = 0 and λk+1

h,i = B−1
ii Fi

6. φk
h,i−φold

h,i > 0, and λkh,i < 0 ⇒


φk
h,i = φold

h,i , δφ
k+1
i = 0, λk+1

h,i = B−1
ii Fi if |λkh,i| < c(φk

h,i − φold
h,i ),

δφk+1
h,i as solution, λk+1

h,i = 0 otherwise.

7. φk
h,i−φold

h,i < 0, and λkh,i > 0 ⇒


δφk+1

h,i as solution, λk+1
h,i = 0 if λkh,i ≤ |c(φk

h,i − φold
h,i )|

φk
h,i = φold

h,i , δφ
k+1
h,i = 0, λk+1

h,i = B−1
ii Fi otherwise
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8. φk
h,i − φold

h,i < 0, and λkh,i = 0 ⇒ δφk+1
h,i as solution, λk+1

h,i = 0

9. φk
h,i − φold

h,i < 0, and λkh,i < 0 ⇒ δφk+1
h,i as solution, λk+1

h,i = 0.

We observe that the active set constant c only has an influence on the classification when λkh,i and

φk
h,i−φold

h,i have different signs. In situation No. 6, φk
h,i shows crack healing behaviour, thus we do not

want to accept it as a solution and set it to φold
h,i . We achieve this, if

|λkh,i| < c(φk
h,i − φold

h,i ),

i.e.
|λkh,i|

(φk
h,i − φold

h,i )
< c.

In situation No. 7, we do not violate the constraint with the solution of the kth iteration, thus, we

still want to classify this degree of freedom as inactive. This can be achieved via

λkh,i ≤ c|(φk
h,i − φold

h,i )|,

i.e.
λkh,i

|(φk
h,i − φold

h,i )|
< c.

Summarizing, we can formulate a condition for c:∣∣∣∣∣ λkh,i

(φk
h,i − φold

h,i )

∣∣∣∣∣ < c.

Thus, any c larger than the lower bound is sufficiently large.

3.4.2 Proposed adjustments and definition of four cases

In the following, we propose four different cases for implementing the Newton active set algorithm.

The basis for these cases is Algorithm 2. For better readability and since the concepts are the same

in each incremental step, we drop the incremental index n. Both stopping criteria, i.e., if not stated

otherwise, require the active set to converge and the residual-norm to fall below a certain tolerance.

For our adjustment, we choose

c = ck := 2

∣∣∣∣∣ λkh,i

(φk
h,i − φold

h,i )

∣∣∣∣∣ ,
thus, in contrast to before, c changes in every Newton iteration. This could be avoided by iterating

until convergence, saving the largest ck and then restarting the iteration. But this is an unnecessary

computational cost and in our opinion, a varying ck does not lead to any conflicts. In Section 5, we

will perform several experiments to observe the performance boost of this adjustment. Based on the

previous findings, we suggest four different cases:
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• Case 1: We iterate as long as the active set does not change within 2 iterations with a constant

c = 10E, where E is Young’s modulus. Let k be the iteration index and Ak the active set of

iteration k, we stop, when Ak = Ak+1 and ∥R̃(Uk+1
h )∥2 < TOLN .

• Case 2: The classification of active/inactive set proceeds as in Case 1, but with the modified

c set as

c = ck = 2

∣∣∣∣∣ λkh,i

(φk
h,i − φold

h,i )

∣∣∣∣∣ .
Apart from this, everything is similar to Algorithm 2 including the stopping criteria: we stop,

when Ak = Ak+1 and ∥R̃(Uk+1
h )∥2 < TOLN .

• Case 3: The classification of the active/inactive set proceeds as in Case 1 with c = 10E. But

in this case, we weaken the active set stopping criterion, i.e. we do not enforce Ak = Ak+1 for

termination anymore. Instead, we perform as much Newton active set iterations as needed to

achieve ∥R̃(Uk+1
h )∥2 < TOLN . When this is fulfilled, we only perform 10 more Newton active

set iterations until we stop. The number 10 is chosen heuristically based on our experiences in

this paper. It is a compromise between sufficiently many iterations to guess that we may have

converged and computational cost by not adding too many additional iterations.

• Case 4: The classification of the active/inactive set proceeds as in Case 1 with c = 10E. But

in this case, we completely omit the active set stopping criteria. This means, we do not require

Ak = Ak+1 but stop immediately as soon as ∥R̃(Uk+1
h )∥2 < TOLN is reached.

4 Iteration on the linearization into the monolithic limit

Both introduced linearization strategies (Section 2.3) to treat the nonlinearity in the displacement

equation come with limitations of the above model. They lead to so-called time-lagging behaviour

(temporal/incremental discretization error), where the crack grows slower than physics of the governing

model suggest; see for instance [76][Fig. 3]. Based on concepts developed in [78][Section 7.7.3], we

employ an iteration on the linearization, such that the iteration converges into the monolithic limit.

The idea is to employ an additional fixed-point iteration. In this fashion, we iterate until the L2-

difference between two consecutive iterative solutions is smaller than a predefined tolerance. This

concept can be applied to both the extrapolation (ItE) and the linearization by using the solution

from the previous incremental step (ItOTS); see again Section 2.3. For the former, numerical studies

were already done in [49].

The main objective is to further investigate ItE in practice (since from a pure mathematical point

of view the extrapolation is only heuristic since no regularity in time can be ensured since ∂tφ is only

a bounded measure [60][p. 1384, Theorem 1] shown for a decoupled formulation; but for extrapolation

more regularity is required). For comparison, we utilize as well ItOTS. Along with these iterations
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into the monolithic limit, a challenge is its combination with predictor-corrector adaptivity. In the

predictor-corrector algorithm [32][Section 4] first a new crack path is predicted, and then solved again

on the new mesh. Iterating on the new mesh into the monolithic limit may result into a previous

under-estimation of the crack path, for which the predictor-corrector algorithm needs to be re-started,

because the condition h < ε might be violated since the predicted refinement area was not large

enough. Of course, this double iterations can become quite expensive and finally it is a compromise

between two typical numerical demands, namely efficiency and accuracy.

Therefore, our recommendation is not that we must use the full algorithm in all various cases, it is

rather a decision choice what is more important: very small internal length scales ε (thus predictor-

corrector adaptivity is likely needed), overall accuracy of the solution, overall efficiency (including

adaptivity and/or parallel computing).

In consequence, our newly proposed final Algorithm 3 includes the following iterations: The loop

over the incremental steps, the iteration on the linearization, possible predictor-corrector adaptive

mesh refinement iteration, the nonlinear Newton active set iteration and the linear solver iteration.
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Algorithm 3 (Quasi-monolithic solution algorithm including iteration on the linearization)

1: Setup the system ▷ initialize grid Th, parameters, etc.

2: Set T old
h = Th

3: for n = 1, 2, ... do ▷ timestep loop

4: Set changedmesh =true

5: while (changedmesh) do ▷ adaptive predictor-corrector refinement

6: Set φn,−1
h = φn−2

h ▷ preparations for iteration on the linearization

7: Set φn,0
h = φn−1

h ▷ preparations for iteration on the linearization

8: Set j = 0 ▷ index for iteration on the linearization

9: while
(
∥φn,j

h − φn,j−1
h ∥2 ≥ TOLItL

)
or (j < 1) do ▷ iteration on the linearization

10: Compute the linearization φ̃n,j
h ▷ compute the linearization (Section 2.3)

11: Set j = j + 1 ▷ update ItL index

12: Solve system with PDAS to obtain {un,jh , φn,j
h } ▷ Algorithm 2 with linearization in

assembly

13: end while

14: Refine the mesh to obtain new mesh T new
h ▷ predictor-corrector scheme [32]

15: if T new
h = T old

h then ▷ Check whether mesh changed or not

16: Set changedmesh = false ▷ If did not change, leave while loop

17: else

18: Set T old
h = T new

h ▷ Else, save current mesh and goto line 6

19: end if

20: end while

21: end for
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5 Numerical examples

In this section, we propose several numerical tests for the previously introduced algorithms. In the

first two examples, the Sneddon test in two and three dimensions, we compare the required Newton

active set iterations for solving the problem for the four different cases (Section 3.4.2). Since these

tests are steady-state, i.e. we have a non-growing fracture, the iteration on the linearization is not

necessary and does not affect the solution. Thus, we only compute one linearization step. In these

examples, we exclusively use the extrapolation.

In three other examples, where we face growing fractures, the time-lagging phenomenon due to the

linearization can be observed very well. In these tests, we use the iteration on the linearization (ItL)

until a certain tolerance is reached and compare the Newton iterations with and without ItL for both

the iteration on the extrapolation (ItE) and the iteration via the previous incremental step solution

(ItOTS). We also test the active set modifications from Section 3.4, but we did not observe significant

differences between Case 1 and Case 2. We assume, that the modification predominantly affects the

number of active set iterations on very fine meshes (see Section 5.1 and Section 5.2). Thus, all results

shown in Section 5.3 to 5.5 are obtained from Case 2.

5.1 Sneddon 2d

We consider a stationary benchmark test [67], where a constant pressure is applied in the inner of a pre-

existing crack in the middle of a domain, and only the crack width varies. This test setup is motivated

by Sneddon [70], and Sneddon and Lowegrub [71]. We restrict ourselves to a one dimensional fracture

C on a two dimensional domain Ω = (−10, 10)2 as depicted in Figure 1 on the left. The fracture

is centered horizontally within Ω and has a constant half crack length l0 = 0.25 and varying width.

Precisely, the crack width corresponds to 2h, where h is the minimal element diameter of the mesh.

The mesh is pre-refined geometrically in the crack zone, as depicted exemplarily for one adaptive

refinement step in Figure 1 on the right, where the crack zone is resolved with the smallest mesh size.

The driving force is given by a constant pressure ρ = 10−3 Pa in the inner crack. The parameter

setting is given in Table 1.

The spatial discretization parameter, i.e. the minimal element diameter, is set as

h = 0.022, 0.011, 0.0055, 0.0027, 0.0013.

The quantity of interest, called total crack volume (TCV), can be computed numerically via

TCV =

∫
Ω
u(x, y)∇φ(x, y) d(x, y).

The analytical solution [71] is given by

TCVref =
2πρl20
E′ .
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(−10, 10)

(−10,−10) (10,−10)

(10, 10)

domain Ω

crack C

transition zone of size ϵ

(−4,−4)

(−4, 4)

(4,−4)

(4, 4)

Figure 1: Left: geometry of the two dimensional Sneddon test. Right: zoom-in to the pre-refined crack

zone in [−4, 4]× [−4, 4] with two global refinement steps and one local refinement step (geometrically

pre-refined).

Parameter Definition Value

Ω Domain (−10, 10)2

h Diagonal cell diameter test-dependent

l0 Half crack length 0.25

GC Material toughness 1.0

E Young’s modulus 1.0

µ Lamé parameter 0.42

λ Lamé parameter 0.28

ν Poisson’s ratio 0.2

p Applied pressure 10−3

ε Bandwidth of the initial crack 2h

κ Regularization parameter 10−10

Number of global refinements 2

Number of local refinements 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

TOLN Tolerance outer Newton solver 10−7

Tolerance inner linear solver ∥R̃(Un,k
h )∥210−8

Table 1: The setting of the material and numerical parameters for the Sneddon 2d test.
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The Figures 2 - 5 visualize the average active-set iterations required per time-step for Case 1-Case

4 and h = 0.022, 0.011, 0.0055, 0.0027. We observe, that with a smaller h, the number of iterations

can become comparatively large in Case 1 in comparison to the other cases. We also ran a test with

a minimal element diameter h = 0.0013 which leads to around 40 million degrees of freedom. There,

the Newton active set method did not achieve convergence within 500 Newton active set iterations

with Case 1 in the 2nd incremental step. In contrast, with the modified constant c from Case 2, the

Newton method terminates within 46, 26, 18, 7 and 4 iterations to converge at each incremental step.

With Case 3 10 − 11 Newton active set iterations are needed in each timestep on each refinement

level. With Case 4 only 1 iteration is needed. The latter shows that the Newton method only needs 1

iteration to converge, which underlines the assumption that the active set stopping criterion is indeed

the reason for the slow convergence in Case 1. The speed-up coming along with Case 3, Case 4

and especially Case 2 has a noticeable impact in the computation time, which is summarized for all

settings in Table 2. The speed-up of Case 3 and Case 4 must be treated with caution since we do

not iterate until full convergence of the active set in these cases, which may lead to reduced accuracy.

Total wallclock time | Sneddon 2d

Case h = 0.022 | 4 cores h = 0.011 | 4 cores h = 0.0055 | 16 cores h = 0.0027 | 32 cores h = 0.0013 | 64 cores

Case 1 587.983s 2243.164s 2275.481s 11682.962s –

Case 2 161.765s 976.391s 784.019s 2590.394s 6562.554s

Case 3 117.775s 458.664s 572.438s 1228.499s 4132.350s

Case 4 22.833s 77.788s 87.405s 208.310s 940.686s

Table 2: Total wallclock time of the Sneddon 2d test for different refinement levels on different numbers

of cores.

As it can be observed in Table 3, the error in the TCV is not affected, even though we completely

ignore the active set stopping criterion (Case 4). But in this case, we may obtain a non-smooth

phase-field solution. This phenomenon is depicted in Figure 6. The slight increase of the TCV error

for h < 0.0055 can be attributed to the fact that the analytical solution is based on an infinite domain.

Thus, the solution does not converge to the exact solution for h → 0 since the domain-error due to

the finite domain will become dominant if h is small enough, which is the case for h < 0.0055, as we

assume. This phenomenon was further investigated in [33].

Lastly, a brief parallel study is conducted. The framework is parallelized with MPI. Since it is

based on the pfm-cracks code [34], extensive scalability analyses can be found in [33]. We compare

the CPU time for one representative incremental step for h = 0.022 (168 609 degrees of freedom)

computed on 1 core and 16 cores. On 1 core, the CPU time of one incremental step is 2386s (approx.

18h) and on 16 cores, the CPU time is 142s.
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Figure 2: Number of active set iterations for Case

1-Case 4 and h = 0.022 in the Sneddon 2d test.
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Figure 3: Number of active set iterations for Case

1 to Case 4 and h = 0.011 in the Sneddon 2d test.
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Figure 4: Number of active set iterations for Case

1-Case 4 and h = 0.0055 in the Sneddon 2d test.
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Figure 5: Number of active set iterations for Case

1-Case 4 and h = 0.0027 in the Sneddon 2d test.

TCV error | Sneddon 2d

Case h = 0.022 h = 0.011 h = 0.0055 h = 0.0027 h = 0.0013

Case 1 0.000173649 3.72255e-05 3.03573e-05 6.45367e-05 –

Case 2 0.000173649 3.72255e-05 3.03573e-05 6.45367e-05 8.19169e-05

Case 3 0.000173649 3.72255e-05 3.03573e-05 6.45367e-05 8.19169e-05

Case 4 0.000173649 5.33208e-05 3.03573e-05 6.14307e-05 8.19169e-05

Table 3: Error in the TCV for different mesh size parameters and Case 1 - Case 4.
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Figure 6: Visualization of the nonsmooth phase-field solution of the two dimensional Sneddon test

with h = 0.011 and Case 4. Red represents the fully intact part of the domain, blue the fully broken

part and white stands for the transition zone.

5.2 Sneddon 3d

The Sneddon 3d test [71][Section 3.3] is the three dimensional equivalent of the Sneddon 2d test. We

have a three dimensional cubic domain Ω and a two dimensional penny-shaped fracture with a pressure

acting in its center. As in Section 5.1, we compare the number of Newton iterations for Case 1 -

Case 4. The results for different mesh size parameters h = 1.732, 0.866, 0.433, 0.216 are depicted in

Figure 7 - Figure 10. On coarser grids, Case 1 and Case 2 perform very similarly, whereas on finer

meshes, the benefit of Case 2 is seen especially in the fourth incremental step. As assumed, Case 4

yields the lowest number of active set iterations and Case 3 yields a constant number of iterations of

around 10− 12 per incremental step.

Parameter Definition Value

Ω Domain (−10, 10)3

h Diagonal cell diameter test-dependent

r0 crack radius 1.0

GC Material toughness 1.0

E Young’s modulus 1.0

µ Lamé parameter 0.42

λ Lamé parameter 0.28

ν Poisson’s ratio 0.2

p Applied pressure 10−3

ε Bandwidth of the initial crack 2h

κ Regularization parameter 10−10h

Number of global refinements 1

Number of local refinements 0, 1, 2, 3

TOLN Tolerance outer Newton solver 10−7

Tolerance inner linear solver ∥R̃(Un,k
h )∥210−8

Table 4: The setting of the material and numerical parameters used for the Sneddon 3d test.

We mention since the crack does not grow in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 that there is numerically no
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Figure 7: Number of active set iterations for Case

1-Case 4 and h = 1.732 for the Sneddon 3d test.
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Figure 8: Number of active set iterations for Case

1-Case 4 and h = 0.866 for the Sneddon 3d test.
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Figure 9: Number of active set iterations for Case

1-Case 4 and h = 0.433 for the Sneddon 3d test.
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Figure 10: Number of active set iterations for

Case 1-Case 4 and h = 0.216 for the Sneddon

3d test.

TCV error | Sneddon 3d

Case h = 1.732 h = 0.866 h = 0.433 h = 0.216

Case 1 0.061265 0.0220069 0.00897784 0.00352026

Case 2 0.061265 0.0220069 0.00897784 0.00352026

Case 3 0.061265 0.0220069 0.00897784 0.00352026

Case 4 0.061265 0.0220069 0.00897606 0.00352025

Table 5: Error in the TCV of the 3 dimensional Sneddon test for different mesh size parameters and

Case 1 - Case 4.
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difference whether ItL is utilized or not. For this reason, we concentrate on the active set performance

only. However, as in the two dimensional case, the reduction of the number of Newton iterations with

Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4 leads to a significant speed-up, which can be observed by comparing the

total wallclock times and is summarized in Table 6.

Total wallclock time | Sneddon 3d

Case h = 1.732 | 32 cores h = 0.866 | 48 cores h = 0.433 | 128 cores h = 0.216 | 128 cores

Case 1 19.669s 24.089s 267.847s 888.671s

Case 2 19.981s 21.836s 191.004s 637.236s

Case 3 36.249s 37.906s 322.549s 590.830s

Case 4 9.949s 10.580s 87.367s 162.499s

Table 6: Total wallclock time of the Sneddon 3d test for different refinement levels on different numbers

of cores.

Finally, in this example, we test the parallel performance with h = 0.433 by comparing the CPU

time for one incremental step. On 1 core, 8889s (approx. 2.4h) were needed whereas the CPU time

on 16 cores is 542s (approx. 9 minutes).

5.3 Asymmetric three-point bending test

In this third example, we consider the asymmetric three-point bending test [58, 56, 3]. Here, the

fracture grows and we examine the performance of the iteration on the linearization and its influence

on the solution. The configuration is displayed in Figure 11. We consider a two dimensional domain

with three holes. The boundary conditions are taken from [16]. On ∂Ωtop, the upper boundary, we

apply time-dependent non-homogeneous Dirichlet conditions in y-direction in a Gaussian bell curve

fashion:

uy = −10 exp

(
−(x− 10)2

100

)
t · 1mm/s, x ∈ [0, 10], t ∈ [0, T ],

where T > 0 is the maximum time. Furthermore, we fix the displacement in both directions at

(1, 0) and in y-direction at (19, 0). Otherwise, the boundary conditions are defined to be traction-

free (homogeneous Neumann conditions). The material and numerical parameters for this test are

provided in Table 7. Two different final configurations are depicted in Figure 12 and Figure 13. As it

can be seen there, the crack path from the point, where the fracture exceeds the second hole depends

on the mesh. In [56] the authors also observe different crack paths depending on different solution

approaches. However, as in [3], we are mainly interested in the simulation results before the fracture

grows into the second hole. Thus, we always stop the simulation, once the crack reaches the second

hole.

In Figure 16 - Figure 23, we compare the number of active set iterations and the crack energy

for two different situations: no ItL and ItE with a tolerance of TOLItL = 10−3 (see Algorithm 3)
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Figure 11: Visualization of the configuration of the asymmetric three-point bending test.

Parameter Definition Value

Ω Domain (0, 20)× (0, 8) (mm)

h Diagonal cell diameter test-dependent

GC Material toughness 1.0N/mm

E Young’s modulus 1.0kN/mm2

µ Lamé parameter 8.0kN/mm2

λ Lamé parameter 12.0kN/mm2

ν Poisson’s ratio 0.3

ε Bandwidth of the initial crack 2h (mm)

κ Regularization parameter 10−10h (mm)

kn Time step size 10−4s

Number of global refinements 2

Number of local refinements 1, 2, 3, 4

TOLN Tolerance outer Newton solver 10−7

Tolerance inner linear solver ∥R̃(Un,k
h )∥210−8

TOLItL Tolerance ItL 10−3

Table 7: The setting of the material and numerical parameters used for the asymmetric three-point

bending test.
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Figure 12: Visualization of the final configuration

of the fracture asymmetric three-point bending

test with 2 global an 3 local refinements. Red rep-

resents the fully intact part of the domain, blue the

fully broken part and white stands for the transi-

tion zone.

Figure 13: Visualization of the final configuration

of the fracture asymmetric three-point bending

test 2 global an 3 local refinements. Red repre-

sents the fully intact part of the domain, blue the

fully broken part and white stands for the transi-

tion zone.

as L2-difference. At the highest, around 160 iterations on the linearizations where performed within

one incremental step. Usually, within incremental steps without crack development, 2 iterations are

sufficient. The crack energy can be computed via

EC =
Gc

2

∫
Ω

(φ− 1)2

ε
dΩ .

We observe that with ItE, the material tears within one incremental step completely (from the tip of

the initial fracture into the second hole, see Figure 14 and Figure 15), whereas the crack evolves much

slower without ItE. The former is the expected behaviour since the model is designed to represent

brittle fractures. Additionally, without ItE, the time of full rupture differs much considering different

refinement levels. This indicates that the influence of the mesh on the fracture development is less

significant with ItE.

As before we want to give a short comment on the parallel performance for the mesh size h = 0.039.

Moreover, we investigate both without ItE and ItE. Without any iteration on the linearization and

on 1 core, the CPU time for one incremental step is 678s (approx. 11.3 minutes), and on 16 cores

we observed a CPU time of 59s. With ItE, we have a CPU time of 2207s (approx. 36 minutes) on 1

core and 174s (approx. 2.9 minutes) on 16 cores for one incremental step (with 2 ItE iterations). This

demonstrates clearly the balance of accuracy and efficiency whether ItE is used or not.
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Figure 14: Visualization of the fracture asymmet-

ric three-point bending test with h = 0.019 after

146 incremental steps with ItE. Red represents the

fully intact part of the domain, blue the fully bro-

ken part and white stands for the transition zone.

Figure 15: Visualization of the fracture asymmet-

ric three-point bending test with h = 0.019 after

147 incremental steps with ItE. Red represents the

fully intact part of the domain, blue the fully bro-

ken part and white stands for the transition zone.
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Figure 16: Number of active set iterations (y-axis)

with and without iteration on the extrapolation

and h = 0.156 depending on the time (x-axis) for

the asymmetric three-point bending test.
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Figure 17: Visualization of the crack energy (y-

axis) with and without iteration on the extrapola-

tion and h = 0.156 depending on the time (x-axis)

for the asymmetric three-point bending test.
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Figure 18: Number of active set iterations (y-axis)

with and without iteration on the extrapolation

and h = 0.078 depending on the time (x-axis) for

the asymmetric three-point bending test.
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Figure 19: Visualization of the crack energy (y-

axis) with and without iteration on the extrapola-

tion and h = 0.078 depending on the time (x-axis)

for the asymmetric three-point bending test.
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Figure 20: Number of active set iterations (y-axis)

with and without iteration on the extrapolation

and h = 0.039 depending on the time (x-axis) for

the asymmetric three-point bending test.
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Figure 21: Visualization of the crack energy (y-

axis) with and without iteration on the extrapola-

tion and h = 0.039 depending on the time (x-axis)

for the asymmetric three-point bending test.
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Figure 22: Number of active set iterations (y-axis)

with and without iteration on the extrapolation

and h = 0.019 depending on the time (x-axis) for

the asymmetric three-point bending test.
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Figure 23: Visualization of the crack energy (y-

axis) with and without iteration on the extrapola-

tion and h = 0.019 depending on the time (x-axis)

for the asymmetric three-point bending test.

5.4 L-shaped panel test

The L-shaped panel test is a well-known test from mechanics, which was originally developed by

Winkler [79] to analyze possible crack behaviour of concrete under force experimentally as well as nu-

merically. Further numerical simulations in connection to variational/phase-field solution approaches

are performed in [3, 27, 56, 76, 54, 53]. In Figure 24, the geometry Ω of the L-shaped panel test is

depicted. There exist two configurations of the loading boundary conditions: first monotone loading,

and second, a cyclic loading test. In the following, we have the latter in mind.

250mm
∂Ωmeasured

500mm

500mm

250mm

uy
30mm

100mm

Figure 24: Visualization of the geometry of the L-shaped panel test.
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Specifically, we apply a cyclic displacement as non-homogeneous time-dependent Dirichlet condi-

tions [3] at a strip of 30mm length on the right corner of the domain:

uy = t, 0.0s ≤ t ≤ 0.3s (9)

uy = 0.6− t, 0.3s ≤ t ≤ 0.8s (10)

uy = t− 1.0, 0.8s ≤ t ≤ 2.0s, (11)

where t represents the simulation time. On the lower boundary ∂Ωmeasure, we fix the displacement in

x- and y-direction with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions as ux = uy = 0. On the other boundaries,

we apply homogeneous Neumann conditions. As done in [56], in order to avoid the development of

nonphysical fractures around the right edge of the specimen, the phase field is constrained with φ = 1

for x > 400mm. As quantities of interest, we observe the number of Newton iterations and the load

on the bottom boundary ∂Ωmeasure, computed via

(Fx, Fy) :=

∫
∂Ωmeasure

σ(uh) · η ds, (12)

where η is the unit normal vector. The parameters for this test are displayed in Table 8.

Parameter Definition Value

Ω Domain ((0, 0)× (250, 500)) ∪ ((250, 250)× (500, 500)) (mm)

h Diagonal cell diameter test-dependent

GC Material toughness 8.9 · 10−2N/mm

E Young’s modulus 10.677333kN/mm2

µ Lamé parameter 10.95kN/mm2

λ Lamé parameter 6.16kN/mm2

ν Poisson’s ratio 0.3

ε Bandwidth of the initial crack 2h (mm)

κ Regularization parameter 10−10h (mm)

kn Time step size 10−3s

Number of global refinements 2, 3, 4, 5

Number of local refinements 0

TOLN Tolerance outer Newton solver 10−7

Tolerance inner linear solver ∥R̃(Un,k
h )∥210−8

TOLItL Tolerance ItL 10−1

Table 8: The setting of the material and numerical parameters used for the L-shaped panel test.

A typical final configuration on a globally refined mesh with diagonal element diameter h = 1.822

is displayed in Figure 25. Figure 26-33 visualize the number of active set iterations (as before plus

Newton, i.e., combined Newton iterations are given) per incremental step using Case 2 from Section

3.4.2 and the load displacement curves with no ItL as well as ItE with a tolerance of TOLItL = 10−1

(see Algorithm 3) as L2-difference and for four different global refinement levels. On each refinement
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Figure 25: Visualization of the final configuration of the L-shaped panel test with h = 1.822. Red

represents the fully intact part of the domain, blue the fully broken part and white stands for the

transition zone.

level, we observe the benefit of ItE as the load decreases faster than with no ItL, i.e. the fracture

evolves faster. However, the additional computational cost is also obvious as in the incremental steps

of crack evolvement the number of active set iterations is much higher than with no ItL.

For the parallel performance we compare, as in the previous examples, the CPU time for one

incremental step on a 5 times globally refined mesh with h = 1.82217 (232323 degrees of freedom).

With ItE and on 1 core, the CPU time for one incremental step (and 2 iterations on the extrapolation)

is 2094s (approx. 34.9 minutes), whereas on 16 cores it is 154s (approx. 2.6 minutes). With no ItL

and on 1 core, 1109s (approx. 18.5 minutes) are needed and 76s (approx. 1.3 minutes) on 16 cores.
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Figure 26: Visualization of the number of active

set iterations (y-axis) with and without iteration

on the extrapolation (ItE) and h = 14.577 depend-

ing on the time (x-axis) for the L-shaped panel

test.
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Figure 27: Visualization of the y-load (y-axis)

with and without iteration on the extrapolation

(ItE) and h = 14.577 depending on the displace-

ment (x-axis) for the L-shaped panel test.
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Figure 28: Visualization of the number of active

set iterations (y-axis) with and without iteration

on the extrapolation (ItE) and h = 7.288 depend-

ing on the time (x-axis) for the L-shaped panel

test.
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Figure 29: Visualization of the y-load (y-axis)

with and without iteration on the extrapolation

(ItE) and h = 7.288 depending on the displace-

ment (x-axis) for the L-shaped panel test.
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Figure 30: Visualization of the number of active

set iterations (y-axis) with and without iteration

on the extrapolation (ItE) and h = 3.644 depend-

ing on the time (x-axis) for the L-shaped panel

test.
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Figure 31: Visualization of the y-load (y-axis)

with and without iteration on the extrapolation

(ItE) and h = 3.644 depending on the displace-

ment (x-axis) for the L-shaped panel test.
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Figure 32: Visualization of the number of active

set iterations (y-axis) with and without iteration

on the extrapolation (ItE) and h = 1.822 depend-

ing on the time (x-axis) for the L-shaped panel

test.
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Figure 33: Visualization of the y-load (y-axis)

with and without iteration on the extrapolation

(ItE) and h = 1.822 depending on the displace-

ment (x-axis) for the L-shaped panel test.
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5.5 Single edge notched shear test

In the last example, we consider the single-edge notched shear (SENS), see for instance [58, 57]. A

visualization and explanation is displayed in Figure 34. The domain Ω is a two dimensional square

slit

0.5mm

ux

1mm

x

y

1mm

0.5mm

Figure 34: Visualization of the geometry of the single edge notched shear test.

of 1mm length with a given crack (called geometrical slit) on the right side at 5mm tending to the

midpoint of the square. On the bottom boundary, the square is fixed, and on the top boundary, a given

displacement in the x-direction pulls to the left. The boundary conditions can be found for instance

in [77]: On the left and right sides, the boundaries are defined to be traction-free (homogeneous

Neumann conditions). The bottom boundary is fixed via ux = uy = 0mm. On the top boundary, it

holds uy = 0mm and in the x-direction we determine a time-dependent non-homogeneous Dirichlet

condition: ux = tn · 1mm/s, where tn is the n-th incremental step. The end time T is the incremental

step once the specimen is broken. The parameters for this test are given in Table 9. A standard final

configuration of this test example is depicted in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Visualization of the fracture for the SENS test with h = 0.0027 in the final configuration

after 135 incremental steps with ItE. Red represents the fully intact part of the domain, blue the fully

broken part and white stands for the transition zone.

As a quantity of interest, we evaluate the load functions on the top boundary ∂Ωtop computed via
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(Fx, Fy) :=

∫
∂Ωtop

σ(uh) · η ds, (13)

with the stress tensor σ(uh) depending on the discrete solution variable uh and the outer normal

vector η. Within the single-edge notched shear test, we are interested in the evaluation of Fx.

Parameter Definition Value

Ω Domain (0, 1)2 (mm)

h Diagonal cell diameter test-dependent

GC Material toughness 2.7N/mm

µ Lamé parameter 80.77kN/mm2

λ Lamé parameter 121.15kN/mm2

ν Poisson’s ratio 0.2

ε Bandwidth of the initial crack 2h (mm)

κ Regularization parameter 10−10h (mm)

kn Time step size 10−4s

Number of global refinements 2

Number of local refinements 1, 2, 3, 4

TOLN Tolerance outer Newton solver 10−7

Tolerance inner linear solver ∥R̃(Un,k
h )∥210−8

TOLItL Tolerance ItL 10−1

Table 9: The setting of the material and numerical parameters used for the SENS-test.

Similar to the asymmetric three-point bending test, we want to investigate the advantages and

possible drawbacks of an iteration into the monolithic limit using ItL. As before, we compare the

crack energy and the corresponding Newton active set iterations for two different approaches: In one

situation, we only compute the linearization and solve the system with the Newton method once per

incremental step. In the second situation, we iterate, as described before, until the L2-norm of the

difference between two consecutive solutions is small enough up to a given tolerance. Since we observe

non-physical behaviour (Figure 41) when using ItE1, we also consider ItOTS as a third approach. We

compare the total number of Newton active set iterations per incremental step and the x-load. For

both ItE and ItOTS, we choose a tolerance of TOLItL = 10−1 (see Algorithm 3) as L2-difference. The

results are visualized in Figure 39 - Figure 45. We also examine varying ItL tolerances and Newton

tolerances, but found that both do not influence the solution. For ItL, a smaller tolerance only leads

to a larger computation time since more iterations are necessary, but the solution does not differ

significantly. For the Newton tolerance, the residual norm converges faster than the active set, such

that the final residual norm is of magnitude around 10−10 no matter which tolerance is handed over.

1We are aware of [3] who found that the Miehe et al. splitting [58] is not a good choice here. But this does not alter

our solver investigations we have primarily in mind.
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We observe that on all refinement levels that fracture evolves much faster with ItE than with

ItOTS or no ItL. This confirms findings made in [76][Fig. 3] in which the extrapolated scheme (no

ItL) is compared to a fully monolithic scheme. However with ItE, for h = 0.022, 0.011, 0.0055, the

load shows unphysical behaviour: at a certain point, the fracture stops growing and the load increases

again until it reaches a local peak. Then, the crack continues to propagate until the material is fully

ruptured. From a physical perspective, we expect the fracture to fully evolve within a few incremental

steps once it starts to evolve. This behaviour is less significant, when using ItOTS or no ItL. For

the number of Newton active set iterations, no ItL needs less iterations than ItE and ItOTS. This

is clear since without ItL, in each incremental step the system is only solved once per predictor-

corrector refinement step, whereas with ItE and ItOTS, the system may be solved many times per

predictor-corrector refinement step. Overall, ItE needs less iterations than ItOTS, but the peaks are

of similar magnitude. The peaks occur in the incremental steps, where the crack evolves, with around

40 iterations on the linearizations. In incremental steps without crack evolvement, around 2 iterations

on the linearization suffice to fall below 10−1.

Specifically on finer meshes, both ItL approaches yield a faster growing crack, that is closer to the

true physics of the governing model (see again [76, 77]), but, of course, at the cost of performance.

Since the same incremental step is solved several times due to the ItL (and also the adaptive mesh

refinement), the number of Newton active set iterations becomes very high for critical incremental

steps.

Lastly, we again want to show the parallel performance by comparing the CPU time (the amount

of time at least 1 processor works) of one incremental step with no ItL on 1 core and on 16 cores. On

1 core, the CPU time is 647s (approx. 10.6 minutes) and on 16 cores, it is 39s.

Figure 36: Visualization of the fracture for the

SENS test with h = 0.022 after 100 incremental

steps with no ItL. Red represents the fully intact

part of the domain, blue the fully broken part and

white stands for the transition zone.

Figure 37: Visualization of the fracture for the

SENS test with h = 0.022 after 100 incremen-

tal steps with ItE. Red represents the fully intact

part of the domain, blue the fully broken part and

white stands for the transition zone.
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Figure 38: Visualization of the number of ac-

tive set iterations (y-axis) with and without it-

eration on the linearization (ItE and ItOTS) and

h = 0.022 depending on the time (x-axis) for the

SENS test.
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Figure 39: Visualization of the x-load displace-

ment (y-axis) with and without iteration on the

linearization (ItE and ItOTS) and h = 0.022 de-

pending on the time (x-axis) for the SENS test.
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Figure 40: Visualization of the number of ac-

tive set iterations (y-axis) with and without it-

eration on the linearization (ItE and ItOTS) and

h = 0.011 depending on the time (x-axis) for the

SENS test.
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Figure 41: Visualization of the x-load displace-

ment (y-axis) with and without iteration on the

linearization (ItE and ItOTS) and h = 0.011 de-

pending on the time (x-axis) for the SENS test.
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Figure 42: Visualization of the number of ac-

tive set iterations (y-axis) with and without it-

eration on the linearization (ItE and ItOTS) and

h = 0.0055 depending on the time (x-axis) for the

SENS test.
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Figure 43: Visualization of the x-load displace-

ment (y-axis) with and without iteration on the

linearization (ItE and ItOTS) and h = 0.0055 de-

pending on the time (x-axis) for the SENS test.
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Figure 44: Visualization of the number of ac-

tive set iterations (y-axis) with and without it-

eration on the linearization (ItE and ItOTS) and

h = 0.0027 depending on the time (x-axis) for the

SENS test.
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Figure 45: Visualization of the x-load displace-

ment (y-axis) with and without iteration on the

linearization (ItE and ItOTS) and h = 0.0027 de-

pending on the time (x-axis) for the SENS test.
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6 Conclusion

In this work, we investigated and improved the primal-dual active set phase-field fracture formulation

proposed in [32]. From the three major advancements is one of theoretical nature and two are numer-

ically motivated. On the theoretical side we worked out details of deriving the active set formulation

from the governing complementarity system. In numerics, we examined the active set constant c and

proposed four different test cases to be compared. Thirdly, we studied an iteration on the linearization

procedure of the phase-field variable in the displacement equation. Concerning the derivations estab-

lished in Section 2, we started from the coupled variational inequality system (CVIS) and derived the

complementarity formulation in weak form. Then, this was linked to the corresponding strong form

conditions, which are the starting point for the active set algorithm. In Section 3, we investigated

theoretically the role of the active set constant c in the solution algorithm and found a new setting,

which avoids the wrong classification of degrees of freedom. This increases the convergence speed

of the Newton active set method on fine meshes and thus yields better performances. In Section 4,

besides studying the iteration on the linearization, we formulated a final new algorithm. For both

linearization approaches, ItL resolves the time-lagging issue, that is due to the resulting discretization

error. In Section 5, we performed five numerical tests including two- and three-dimensional settings,

as well as stationary crack that only vary in their width, and propagating fractures. In the SENS test

(Section 5.5), ItE performs better than ItOTS in terms of fracture evolution speed, but ItE shows

some non-physical behaviour due to the iterations on the extrapolation. In terms of accuracy, both

approaches yield findings that are closer to the expected physics, as it can be compared with our

prior work when using a fully monolithic model. Our overall conclusion of both modifications, namely

active set constant and the ItL schemes, is that one has to make a choice between accuracy and

efficiency. This is not surprising at all, but highlighted in this work for our primal-dual phase-field

fracture framework.
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